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· .. if the process of art is confined to the level of feeling, it can be
an instrument of evil as well as an instrument of good . ... The great
artist is not the one who unites mankind on a basis of feeling-that is
a recipe for the rabble-rouser-but the one who by transcending personal feelings discovers symbols for the universal archetypes of the
psyche. These are no doubt residues of the emotional experiences of
the human race, forged into shape and significance by mankind's sufferings and longings for peace of mind and immortality.

The Forms of Things Unknown

-Sir Herbert Read

50 lD1E1EIP A lLOG05
Man, the creature, who forms and transforms the creation, cannot create. But he, each man, can expose himself and others to
the Creative Spirit, and he can call upon the Creator to save
and protect his image.
-Martin Buber
CelVantes, almost as if he would at all costs avoid the incredible
fireworks of Chaucer's Dame Prudence as she counsels Melibee on
justice, from a vast cascade of learning and proverbial wisdom, in his
Prologue to Don Quixote, says "I am, moreover, extremely lazy when
it comes to hunting up authors who will say for me what I am unable
to say for myself. And if I am in a state of suspense and my thoughts
are woolgathering, you will find a sufficient explanation in what I
have just told you." Then his clever friend advises the use of "scraps
you know by heart or can look up without too much bother," recommending the five famous classical or biblical texts which form the
moral structure of the book. "With these odds and ends of Latin and
others of the same sort, you can cause yourself to be taken for a grammarian, although I must say that is no great honor or advantage these
days."
As all teachers and readers, I have many literary dependencies,
as did Dame Prudence, but I lack Chaucer's art to intricate them in
.I
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an allegory. If I had Cervantes' art I would surely be an immortal
soul, and not here at all. Most of this paper I call my own transformations, with some quotation from random sources, but I have organized my material around some modern texts which will serve as
section headings in the paper. Only a relative few geniuses have received their ideas in direct communication from Heaven. The rest of
us merely put together, with modifications, on the basis of our human
experience. This is that so-called creativity which we all have in common, a kind of re-creation drive. Aside from this, and imitation of
his device of using quotations as section texts, I can lay certain claim
to one kind of kinship with Cervantes: Both of us wish to return to
the Age of Gold.
I have not the arrogance to say the poems which I am using to
illustrate these texts are in any way related to the great poetry it has
been my multiplying joy to know, but they are at least my own, and
may indicate what these years of academic transformations have
meant to me. Only two have been in print.
Literary criticism has engendered an attitude favorable to genuine poems in that the ruthless process of separating the artifice of a
work from the art, and the process of separating the art from the ideal
content, enable both reader and writer to judge separately the technical and the intuitional merits of artistic writing. The perfect craftsman arouses our admiration, but only if he combines craftsmanship
with vision can he arouse our love. Professor Jacques Maritain, in his
book Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry~ has said that the ultimate
aim of poetry is pure contemplation, which he characterizes as emotional subjectivity "condensed in that deep and sovereign actuation at
the single root of the powers of soul, which is creative intuition." He
could not mean that a poem itself is pure contemplation, because a
poem must have both body and soul. He terms the making, or poesis,
"actuation." Though the word may seem a jargon-style word for the
old Greek poesis~ it does function to separate the work from the thinking and feeling which demand the work of making poems.
In order to avoid the stale and threadbare contexts which have
accrued to it, at this point it might be well to try to lay a ghost which
troubles our syntax, at least, by defining the word "creativity" as
simply the power to reuse materials of spirit and of matter. The primordial process of combining and re-combining parts is a holy process,
and the creator himself uses both matter and spirit already in being to
actuate anything. Still, there are differences in both quality and value
in the forms resulting, as a child's mud pie cannot be equated to even
a phrase in the Bhagavad Gita or the Book of Job, though each is the
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result of "creativity." What is creatIvIty but the power to refonn,
transfonn, and even perform what already is? We can assume that
the first significant creative act is the intuition which points to the still
unformed form in the fonnless matrix of being: Some still dark and
unknown thing?
Let us not attempt to define "intuition." As with every human
thought process, intuition will be in accord with the nature of the mind
experiencing it. Let us also not attempt to divide emotion from reasoned thought, but accept Goethe's belief that they are simultaneous.
Let us accept the idea that poetry is simply the making of vehicles, or
structures, which embody and carry and present intuitions. These
structures are, in a general way, symbols that constitute our tools for
further expanding consciousness. Strange that expansion of consciousness should have such a tendency to contract, or focus, upon conclusions not merely of fact but upon value judgment, which describes
most of our interpretation of reality.
A recent French philosopher, Le Senne, in Obstacle and Value,
showing that philosophy is a description of consciousness, defines consciousness as the gap between what is and what ought to be. We might
add that art is the more beautiful, more immediate sensuous presentation of consciousness, for the artist presents by image and symbol,
in metaphor, what is or what ought to be in what must ultimately be
acknowledged as a moral judgment. "Le Senne," his translator says,
"understands morality, as distinct from ethics, to include all conscious
response to whatever is not what it ought to be," and claims that "the
essential act of consciousness consists in the I distinguishing and opposing within itself two 'selves,' the particular self and the Universal
Self." Symbolic structures for the paradox of self seeking Self, eye seeking Eye, vision seeking Vision, are the poet's task. A unique consciousness interprets an insight through language, color, form, sound patterns,
illuminating one facet of existence in time and in space. The worth of
the task is of course dependent on the fullness and the peculiar quality
of the writer's consciousness and then upon his art. If he is not a
craftsman, he is not an artist. If he is only a craftsman he is not,
truly, a poet.
Symbolic structures for science are denotative, factual, stay in
place. The symbols for all mythopoetic arts are Protean. Old Proteus,
wondrously named the "keeper of the seals," was an immortal seer,
the old Egyptian prophet of the cave, capable of all earthly transformations. Proteus is a fitting symbol for all the innumerable elusive
modes of life, and also of art, a fitting symbol for all the illusion, allusion, the imagining, of all we know. In mythopoeia, as in science, the
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method of the symbol is to point to something beyond itself. In art the
symbol points to pathways which lead not to individuated truths for
the self-christened god-elect, or for the egoists, but rather they lead
simply if not directly towards an eventual synthesis of experience that
is universal. What is valid knowledge as the result of the total experience of mankind mayor may not represent ultimate value or eternal
truth. (Let the cosmos take care of its own truths, although properly
speaking there are few humble enough not to have a wish to have a
go at that.)
Good poets, I believe, do not think too much about the theory
or theories of poesis. They write as men and women have always
written, what they must, from their own worlds of suffering and delight. Good poets, I believe, disavow the cheap devices of shock,
cynicism, and invective, as honestly as they disavow the coy, the merely pretty, and the merely sentimental, and do try for clear perspectives
of their own vision and value. Among poets who are capable of sustained objective contemplation and deep insight the reader will find
greater interiority, greater suffering, but greater subtlety. Suffering is
usually objectivized in art by indirection as image, possibly through
understatement, or some of many kinds of aesthetic distancing.
The business of poetry will always be subjective interpretation of
reality, but the contemporary poet will often write as if he were a bystander reporting for another "I," or he will resort to what he has
understood to be "surreal" techniques, forcing the reader to a subjective evaluation of his own powers by depriving him of the comfortable
logics of prose statement. Unfortunately "surreal" is often taken to
mean "from the unconscious" by some writers who do not distinguish
the difference between the automatic dynamisms of the body and complete mentation. Complete mentation may have been clearly understood by certain great medieval scholar-mystics such as Eckhart, Cusanus, and Boehme, whose concept of revelation, like that of Plotinus,
was a concept of "the total of your knowing." Art, then is a "Knowing," made to communicate by way of the senses, but through the
many-moded operations of mind.
Sir Herbert Read, in his book The Forms of Things Unknown,
employs Dr. Jung's concept of the preconscious which is defined as
"an activity principally unconscious, but the point of which emerges
into consciousness." In further illustrating this concept, which amends
Freud's concept of unconscious, he defines it as spontaneous consciousness, and also as the spiritual unconscious. Surrealism as a technique
should be considered as the making visible of what was invisible, the
making known of something that was unknown, the making real of
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something heretofore unrealized. The supposed surreal methods sometimes rely upon excitation of feeling without the meaningful articulations that lead to insight, or they substitute brilliance of image,
originality of metamorphic relationships, or mere conceit instead of
concept. Art, which is projective intelligence embodied, comes from the
whole of the personality, from the senses, from the imagemaking
faculty, from the reflective intelligence, not from wit or facility alone.
Maritain has called the poem that "poetry of internal music."
What matters in poetry in a close and direct manner are, I think,
certain simple but basic presences or existential certainties, assured
by the universe of thought which constitute the vital environment of
poetic intuition: for instance a certitude both of the mysterious irrefragable existence and the exigency of intelligibility involved in
things; a certainty of the interiority of the human being and of its
importance; a relationship deeper than any material interconnection;
a certitude that the impact of his freedom on his destiny gives his
life a movement that is oriented, and not lost in the void, and whch
has to do, in one way or another, with the whole fabric of being.

j

Some current poetry repels the reader disciplined to earlier writing, and it is difficult to find some of the clamorous violence, tricky
devices that are evocative of disgust, shock, or embarrassment any better as art than the lushy sentiment of old melodrama. It is the truths
that are hidden deeply and secretly in things and in actions, not the
things themselves nor the actions themselves, that we seek to grasp by
intuition and convert to useful data for the mind. Man may assume
that the isness, the thisness, the suchness, the inscape, of things and of
action, exist for the mindedness of the universe. For certainly without
object and objective change no mindedness as we understand it ever
would have been. Expansion of consciousness takes place by the realization of the hidden life of things, then the mind-made articulation
of the hidden with the known.
In poesis as in science the world is realized by searching for the
key mystery of thing and of the act. (Sometimes, by finding the key
mystery of one thing-let us say the thing is Hopkins' windhoverone may intuit the key mystery of a greater, more secret, more important thing, such as Hopkins' intuition of the profound meaning of
Christ. ) One comes to know what he can of himself through the
objective world, multifaceted, mysterious, dazzling like the mirrors of
the knight met by Don Quixote in the terrifying, comic, tragic meadow
of his life. Knowing himself so multifaceted he should seek to bring,
if he is truly human, his own dark and unknown thing. Each man is,
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to the extent he does this, admitting his humble not-ness, sacrificing
his ego, and his mirrored images; he continues his search, and to this
extent each man is a poet. Poetry becomes a will to reason and
order, though the intuition is almost surely conceived in passion and
chaos. What if the will to reason and order is after all the key to the
great mystery? The ultimate dark and unknown thing?
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A Med itation

I
I have written the letter but the words have no fonn.
Characters, intense and tall
as shadows lacking sense and all direction
take me where no sound is, where no will.
A flickering light of stonn
leaks up a labyrinth
and breath starts out of fire
as if one word, old-fashioned nowand even an embarrassmentSpirit, has assumed a silent stand.
On sea the waves arrest:
Quiet seems holding a perpetual moment
briefly. Who will come walking
over a purple fledge of drowning waters,
generous hand extending, tranquil hand?
I had a message coded but uncoiling tapes
wash transparent in a passage without shapes.

II

Whose is the voice I follow seeking
farthest and most hereLet me be still to listen-speaking
everywhere and near ?
Whose is the presence as if glowing
in fires like blades of amber shell
within those knives an image growing
to light my turbid cell?
Who can discern the word from Speaker
who can depart the grace from Grace
who can deliminate sought from Seeker
who can depurate face from Face?
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III
Then open my eyes into the one-eyed One
Center within that Center where no glass
refracts, no glass reflects. Today
appears, daily appears
and daily vanishes, the Spook
never life-size, and never wearing
her reasonable garb, and never moving
harmonious, in rhythm right, but like
globules of ectoplasm in a trick of light
across a mirror where some strands of hair
are grayer now than any gray thing
but the grays of no-thing.
Her music is a small gray noisebuzz of mosquitoes at a web of wires
that as fast begins as leavesOpen my eyes, for they are not her eyes.
Open my eyes into the last and luminous Eye
that opens this, her dark.

IV
To bring
Is.
Where? What thing?
Why? Who?
Only I , or you
or they
can really bring ...
al though a string
feather, pebble
scrap of shell
are brought by bird to bird
or animal to animal
and tell
a story well.
But we,
and only they, you, me,
we must come carrying
without the answers
answered
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some dark and unknown thing
or not-thing
before the dark and known thing
or not-thing
will carry us toThere?

v
The luminous onesThey go their pilgrimages
lapped in flame
from Gilgamesh to Francis,
to Berryman or Plath
they seek, they suffer,
they defy Shamash the Sun:
They tell him off in prayers
of earth, air, fire and water.
They shine like phosphorous.
His lip is sewn with silence,
still in violence they pray.
Some say they find it. Ask them
all around us. Stood on Sky
they stoke the centuries
flying down like thoughts, and off
they carry it again and off
the seekers go again
foot-stuck to the soil, but leaping
in their multi-tongues
to blister clouds that redden, then go gray.
Teresa, shut your fingers if you may!

.1
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He runs face forward. He is a pursuer.
He seeks a seeker who in his turn seeks
Another stili, lost far into the distance.
Any who seek him seek in him the seeker.

-Robert Frost
"Travel over every road, you will not find the soul, it has so
deep a logos" Heraclitus said long ago; and Dr. J ung in our own
century defined the religious need as "specifically a longing for wholeness," explaining that the images of wholeness rise from the depths of
the psychic nature. With Dr. Rank, and others, Jung asserts that the
whole man, the completed man, or archetypal Self, is actually the
God-image.
Since in our mischievous age of iron and irony there seems to be
no collective sense of destiny, or purpose, or value, and each thoughtful person lives in a psychic island ringed by seas of turbulent, unfathomable energy in turbulent and unfathomable forms and processes
of change he cannot control, each finds his own pathetic modes of
control: a fortune, a presidency, a house, a boat, a camper, a fur
coat, a diamond ring, a motorbike, a gun, a rebellious poem. Each
quantity of power is a symbol of our more or less fragile hold on the
total energy of Being. Each person struggles to transcend his pathos,
to expand beyond his limitations, to approach his own completed
"logos." In my small hometown when I was a child we had a game
which consisted of running to a high spot and yelling "I'm the boss
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of Bunker Hill, I can fight and I can kill." Then it was simple as that,
but also as symbolic of the deep psychic urge.
Whether or not we are mere contemplating bystanders, played
over by the energies of an alien universe, we must all exercise the control which our little ladle of mind has dipped out for us. We must
either dream of coming into our own some eternal day, or, a little more
practically, become the free questers of ideal self in time. If, as Emerson wrote in Journals 1846, "We shall one day talk with the central man," or "major man," as he designates this completed being,
then possibly the archetypal quest for selfhood has meaning in U niversal and timeless 1\1 an. If, on the other hand, the quester is seeking
for the meaning of his own psychic island, his own original nature and
selfhood, which Blake called Urthona, then the quest has perhaps a
more immediate and personal meaning and effect. Either way, the
quest of meaning becomes the meaning. The quester sits still in the
middle of his own psychic eminence, whether he may be sitting on
Bunker Hill, in a cave, or under a tree, or riding a violent raft into
the busy living world of Phaecian Man, or toiling back to the ancient
city of Gilgamesh.
Gilgamesh, the first quester of great literature, sought at first for
the gift of immortal life and may well be the first human hero to embody the will to become as the gods, not counting Ziusudra, who like
the Babylonian Utnapishtim had immortality bestowed upon them
after an ark came to rest upon dry land and it looked as if the gods
would still have a source of altar supply. He cried out to the sungod
Shamash: "I would set up my name!" "Where is the man who can
clamber to heaven, Only the gods live forever with glorious Shamash,
but as for us men, our days are numbered, our occupations are a
breath of wind . . . . I am going to that country, 0 Shamash, I am
going; my hands supplicate, so let it be well with my soul and bring
me back to quay of Uruk. Grant, I beseech, your protection and let
the omen be good." Glorious Shamash answered, "Gilgamesh, you
are strong but what is the County of the Living to you?" . . . "0
Shamash, hear me, Shamash, let my voice be heard. Here in the city
man dies oppressed at heart, man perishes with despair in his heart.
I have looked over the wall and I see the bodies floating on the river,
and that will be my lot also. Indeed I know it is so, for whoever is
tallest among men cannot reach the heavens, and the greatest cannot
encompass the earth!" The goddess Ishtar who loved him, said in her
encounter and plea: "Gilgamesh, whither rovest thou? The life thou
pursuest thou shalt not find. When the gods created mankind death
for mankind they set aside, life in their own hands retaining. Thou
J
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Gilgamesh, let full be thy belly, Make thou merry by day and by night.
Of each day make thou a feast of rejoicing, day and night dance thou
and play! Let thy garments be sparkling fresh, thy head be washed;
bathe thou in water. Pay heed to the little one that holds on to thy
hand, let thy spouse delight in thy bosom! For this is the task of
mankind. "
One can deal with the phenomenal world only in accordance
with one's own powers of solitude and ethical sensibility. To try to
understand the relationships between the world of objects and the
events of consciousness is to try to find a reality which is permanent.
The convenient value, the escape land, maybe used to be Heaven for
many, but Heaven is rapidly losing status in schools of Humanities
and Social Sciences. Having given up pursuit of that Utopian realm
one turns away from the crows on the carcass of the divine steed, and
sets afoot in search for his own answers, his own questions. To make
the search may be not to find anything, but still is the only way:
During the nineteenth century there were found on Crete, on
Sicily, and in Lower Italy, nine tombs which enclosed the remains of
ancient Orphic worshippers. The Orphic religion included a belief in
an afterlife for the faithful. Suspended about the necks of the nine
corpses unearthed were cylindrical golden lockets. Inside the lockets
were golden scrolls, tightly rolled and of great fineness, bearing the
necessary inscriptions directing the faithful souls toward the Eternal
Mother, away from the Cypress of death, away from Lethe the lake
of forgetfulness, into a world of forever. Since each of us is a pilgrim
child, and the Eternal Mother, figuratively, demands of us some golden locket as a token of keeping faith with eternity, the following poem
"Orphic Pilgrim," is a dialectic with responses meant to present one
more statement of the journey theme. Following this poem, another,
"Seven Stations," is a dialectic on the division that makes possible the
conscious struggle of the self for wholeness of being on the journey.
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Orphic Pilgrim

I
"Have you lost your gold locket?
I'll help you to search
It must be some place-.
In your pocket!
You've lost it for sure
In your pinafore pocket;
Now show me your face.
It must be some place."
"No, Mother, my locket
Is safe on its chain.
The chain's in the box
With the clasp that unlocks
To a key you keep there
In your pocket
I wore it at home and to school
And to Church."

II
"M Y Child, you are peering
To left and to right
Like someone alone
In a clearingLike a walker who goes
Where white cypress grows
Shining solemn as bone
At the edge of black stone."
"0 Mother, my fearing
Is out of the sun
And the pattern of shade
These branches have made
Where I walk wake and sleep
In the clearing
That leaks with the light and the dark
Of my sight."
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III
"M y Child, are you going
For milk, honey or bread?
I have grapes in my sleeves
For the thirsty.
Come in to my room
That in spite of its gloom
Is far stiller than thieves,
Is far cooler than leaves."
"No Mother, we perish
For water in springs
That spring from a source
Beyond Nlemory's course.
They're from wells beyond hills
Beyond knowing.
We thirst in the stream that is near
To your head."

IV
"My Child, do you listen
For music or scream,
Just as if there were sound
Wi thin hearing?
Whatever you've lost
In the sunlight must glisten
And soon will be found
On the bright holy ground."
"0 how shall I answer?
And how shall I ask?
The questions are numb
As the voices that come-.
If I knew what I seek
I could find it.
Could hear it. Could see it. Could know
In a dream."
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Seven Stations

Monday
Today, new Moonday, flexing spirit knees
I crawl from darkness where I slept, the place
Dug from a stone, my cave of safety, where I stow
My weapons, axe and arrow, sling, spear, bow
And best of all my crude but clever shield.
I cry into the moon's face, cry for grace
To seize my monster twin and make him yield.
Tuesday
Now it is Tyr's day:
At the folk-assembly may
Orderly Contract and Just Boundary
Preserve and school
Both warriors, and release
After the maiming battle peace,
One-handed-even-handed-rule.
Wednesday
Lend to my mortal shoulders now your raven-company
Huginn the Mind, and Muninn Memory;
Send me on this day, Wodan, wit to win
My enemy to me. Unfathomed Wodan, in
Our inner cave transmute us then transform
The furious pair I am to fit your single eye
Wherein continuous vision burns to make a whole
Of my prospective, vulnerable parted soul.
Thursday
Storm, Donar, suppliants advancing three
Dry days, beseeching days, the vanity
Unpurged and unremitting, still the sterile rind
Cracks in the cackling rainless wind;
Let me forgive, so I may live, the circled cold
Destroyer and denier, hateful, bold,
Older than axe or arrow old.
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Friday
Friday the daylong watching for the plain
Unthreading needles of gray stagger rain
While I hang thirsty on my thirsty hopeHead of a pelted weed upon unsheltered slopeWaiting the thunder of the god,
Waiting the anger of His rod,
Crowned with his yesterday anger, awaiting Freya's nod.

Saturday
If worship with uncovered head
Assuages hungry Time, my sixth prayer, said
To Saturn, should be silent thought
Returning him the little I have wrought
Despite my weapons and my bartering skill
Too little and I am ashamed too ill:
All I could be or was or will.

Sunday
Upon the Seventh rest I, We,
Willing to take our awesome Sabbath, free
In You, beloved and most holy Sun.
Retiring backward let me run.
Down to my wild and incandescing gloom,
My turgid suffering, chaoses, and doom
Having known form and brightness in an edgeless room.
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I prefer to ... see in art the test~ the exercise~ of an expanding consciO'usness. Consciousness~ particularly self-consciousness~ and the ethical sense that comes with it~ is an evolution.ary acquisition of man.

-Sir Herbert Read
If the tragic vision purifies the heart and buttresses the mind for
human suffering, then the secret of that purification and that strength
must lie in the quality of the Faustian engagement with experience,
and the true engagement and the true experience must begin and end
as Goethe pointed out, in widening ethical consciousness. There must
be both guilt and expiation for the growth of ethical consciousness.
Conversely, the ethical \sense must be alive for the guilt sense and the
expiatory will, not to say power, even to exist. A murky syllogism for
a simple logic, logic as Christian as Pagan; logic as modern as ancient.
When Gertrude Stein lay dying, we are told, . after four days
comatose she sat upright and startled attendants by asking "What is
the answer?" She replied to herself: "But then, what was the question?" The question of consciousness beginnings is as obscure as her
;question, or some questions the theologians have been answering since
the beginning of questions. But it seems safe to say that the question
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is at least almost as primitive as consciousness, and that consciousness
is at least almost as primitive as suffering. Out of this logic comes the
conclusion that the ancients knew: Knowledge is suffering. Not that
systematic logic is the way to knowledge, though there are forms of
suffering in its tortuous mazes.
To the reader who finds systematic philosophy pedantic, pompous,
obscure, the artist or poet who can embody in metaphor, symbol,
image, whether in a pure description or descriptive action, arrives at
his question as answered in a flame without smoke.
One who does not grasp the logic that "truth is the adequation of
thought and things" may feel perfectly, complex as it is
To see a world in a grain of sand
And a Heaven in a wild flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
E temity in an hour.

And one who cannot speed-scan, from Emmanuel Levinas' The
Theory of Intuition in Husserl's Phenomenology, the following passage
Concrete life is not the solipsist's life of a consciousness closed in
upon itself. Concrete being is not what exists for only one consciousness. . . . We must also discover others and the intersubjective
world. A phenomenological intuition of the life of others, a reflection by Einfiihling, opens the field of transcendental intersubjectivity
and completes the work of the philosophical intuition of subjectivity.

may read Ovid's Narcissus and watch the dramatic and fatal narcosis
develop for a beautiful being who wishes to know himself, exclusive
and irrespective of the lives and the calls of others. Or he may identify
with Faust as Faust rejects the Mephistophelean cynicism of a life
devoted to the pursuit of self gratification:
Alas, what am I if I can
Not reach for mankind's crown, which merely mocks
Our senses' craving like a star?

An artistically expressed intuition communicates at many levels, including subliminal levels, and overcomes the strictures of logic by stimulating mimetic imagination. The term "mimetic imagination" is not a
contradiction. The imaginative writer evokes, or provokes, an imaginative experience in the reader's mind, so that the same questions as
have arisen in his own ethical consciousness will arise in the reader's
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also. Not necessarily the same answers, only the same questions, or
nearly the same.
In the process of narration, a poet can, if he is skillful enough,
identify the humanity of the reader with the humanity of the poem's
personae, who represent the poet himself and his bagful of question.
Browning in "Porphyria's Lover," for familiar example, -m akes his
reader identify with the tortured lover. Horrified by the immoral suggestions of the tricky and sly girl he adores, so purely and completely he
loves her that he is compelled by his own love to kill her and await
God's wrath or grace, "and all night long we have not stirred and yet
God has not said a word." It is not quite so simple as that, for the
reader is subtly forced by natural sympathy to identify with Porphyria,
her vanity, her affection, her humanness.
Aside from its art, which is a sufficiently stunning value by itself,
the poem is a revelation of the moral complexity, and the ethical
strength, of Robert Browning. Here, as in high art the reader is in
the presence of a great natural phenomenon, that is, a human limited
mind operating upon the unsolvable, uninterpretable, problem of good
and evil. What can come up but questions such as Where is the real
hell of punishment? What is evil? Is evil in the Act? Is evil in the
failure of moral will? Is evil in the instinctual life, or is evil in the
rational? The poet's skill as an artist distinguishes and ascribes a poem
its aesthetic value, but the poet's power-willingness-to struggle with
often impossible questions is the experience which the general reader is
trying unconsciously to borrow and eventually to possess as his own
will and his own consciousness. As Socrates expounded to Glaucon:
"You will not misapprehend me if you interpret the journey upwards
to be the ascent of the soul into the intellectual world." (Bk. 4, The
Republic)
His journey upwards is the journey toward the heaven of pure
consciousness. It may be completed, one day, by the scientist, logician,
or artist. Professor Harold Bloom has expressed the idea that if the
artist has any obligation to society it is "to glorify 11ind as Mind."
I maintain that to perform this duty he must have the will to stand
alone, to enter into his isolation as the natural man, not caged, but
more like Rousseau's natural man possessed of his terrible freedom
than like Kafka's hunger artist. He must not wait for his revelation
through successive periods of forty days and nights fasting, then, still
unsatisfied, return to animal pleasures of the group. He must have
the will to make the journey Odysseus made, Dante's poet made, or
Browning's "Childe Roland" made, to name only a few of the many
pilgrims. He may reach at last the Dark Tower, blow his horn, and
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receive no answer but the song of Lear's man. "Fee fie fo fum, I
smell the blood of a British man. " What he can add the artist must
add, as Dante, Goethe, Browning, and all the others so well knew,
only by moral will. Granted that few who aim at it will come to
"Heaven blazing into the head," to use Yeats' expression.
Hypothesizing that the beginnings of the ethical sense mayor may
not be inborn, but certainly develop as the awareness of suffering outside oneself develops, and particularly as the self is guilty, I present
three verse narratives which grew out of persistent guilt images which
have affected my own life. These, and numerous other such experiences I regard as more significant to me than any "salary" I ever
received in my life.
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The Invasion

He was eight, as we were.
We, who knew the empty seat
at school meant he had been kept home again
to watch "the four"
knew also he was sure to be alone.
How fast our pumping legs
and hearts struck toward his fear,
his horror and his secret. There he sat
outside the leanto, on a chunk of coal,
his eyes a smoke of hidden knowledge
and sick dread.
He whittled on some little stick,
a d~arf-man, our unequal, scared
to stop us. Most alone.
We hurled ourselves inside
and looked our trembling fill at her, his sister
cleanly overalled but flopping on the floor,
a well-scrubbed idiot, and they,
three idiot infants, tied tenderly to chairs,
we saw.
Especially the albino baby dribbling milk. All ten
of us came hurling out again, not speaking
to each other scattering.
No word to whisper of that crime in all these years.
Still that boy is there
whittling through decade after decade.
Often on waking up I shake with fear.
I could live eight to eighty more and his small stick
now mine to carve and shape not finished,
nor those old-man's smoked eyes uplifted.
I, as he, am eight, alone
and whittling forever, and afraid.
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Pseudonym

In Seventh Grade we did the spelling matches.
I always won. They couldn' t get me down.
One day they stayed an hour and a half
Beyond the teacher's quitting time
Then it got dark, and everyone
Was hungry, and the teacher needed
To get home: "Pseudonym! " he yelled.
I spelled that word I hadn't even ever seen.

My brother of the same grade drinks.
He is a little older-weIll might say just enough.
He could splice ropes a work of art,
Could fix things, good in fractions, engines, algebra.
Sometimes I wonder if he ever said one word
That didn' t say itself. Words
Were not his bag.
But every down-and-outer owes him one word: Love

Our little town had one small shabby showhouse
Where local exhibitionists
Cavorted on the stage to mouth the minds
Of poets partly understood- but this
Was Kulture-and a person who could spell
Was special, someone. My brother earned
My ticket-dime. I saw the show.
My brother keeps the liquor leeches
At their plush conventions.
And everyone can watch me mouth and spell!
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Narrative of True

At fifteen I could whirl a model T
on next to no place, all at once.
Then all at once I struck that tragic girl,
her new-made dress a purple mother hubbard,
ripped half-way off her back.
She stood up quick, her face a stricken mottle,
smiled, apologized: "Sorry," softly, softly,
"I shouldn't have been standing in your way."
I thought I owned my high-school, needed to get on;
I waved goodbye. I didn't need a friend.

How could I sense her dreadful destiny
when murder cannot howl until it's born?
Her murder had a long and dark gestation,
hidden; no one saw its secret birth.
I wish someone had kissed her unkissed face alive.
Why should I stand and probe infernal ledges
to find my replica, a grotesque image of crude stone?
Or hunt for simple language that would doeasing my well-fed Buick, blinking, cautiousto whisper "True," her pious name was True,
"True when shall I have expiated
your home-sewn purple calico,
your gentle tone,
that smile?"
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Apologia
"And J above all~donJt lie. JJ
"You mean about Diderot ?JJ
((No J not about Diderot. Above allJ donJt lie to yourself. The man
who lies to himself and listens to his own lie comes to such a
pass that he cannot distinguish the truth within himJ or around
himJ and so loses all respect for himself and for others. And having
lost respect he ceases to love . ... JJ

-Dostoevsky
An apology, literally, is a word pattern for the sake of someone
or something. An honest apology for one's professional life ought to
indicate, among other items, an awareness of the strife among or
between one's various selves. Possibly a tenured teacher should be
whole, unified, confirmed in a round and single-minded perspective.
Yet, after many years of interior conflicts, as one who can only speak
of dialectics, not truths, I offer the proposal that uncertainty, insecur-
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ity, suffering and struggle may be the most valuable of doppelgangers,
those ghosts, not guardian angels, that make the inner dialectic possible,
-those voices bearing hoarse questions and tentative responses which
articulate into what one great modern poet has called "the one telling act against the void," meaning a poem.
In my opinion one who elects himself "Poet" before all the votes
are counted is usually a mere politician named by questionable plebiscite. Any articulate human being can try to express in language some
of the evidence that proves his intelligence, vision, or sensitivity. It
may just possibly be that the genuine poet is simply one who puts into
words, and even writes down memorably, evidences that demonstrate
his own peculiar kinds of humanness. Tricks, devices, masks, selfdelusions, disguises, are great for proving cleverness, but when was
cleverness enough? Sensation, affectation, self-glorification or selfexhibition are worth only what they are, or a minus nothing. Therefore, for example in the creative writing classroom, not the selfarrogated title "poet," but the deep self-quarrels that make mindedness,
and cry out for discipline, may, or must sometimes, be both means
and end. Not at their age do many know that having something
worthwhile to say is better than saying it, even well. Art, and its
gratuitous burden of ethics, may be here a beautiful premium dreamed
of, worked for, or lucked out like a Reader's Digest sweepstakes, to
keep coming, dear Heaven, the rest of one's professional days.
Therefore, also, the first day of meeting such an extraordinary
group of students as makes up a poetry-writing class may be a day of
desperate displacement. Ego, where are you? The teacher may survive this day, before the class begins to dissolve from a conglomerate
panel of divine judges into a group of distinct personalities, by tricks.
My trick is a quick assessment of the board. "I've got you." I have
to pretend. "Encounter" is a writing that is, like the class situation,
conglomerate, composed of swift unverified impressions, the chaos of
humility, and I hope the decent will to justify my being there:
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Encounter
I

Impressions from the Rows
A kid for hopscotch
With thorns in bloody bare feet:
Likely lives on seeds.

Blonde angel, winsome,
Doeskin buskins without wings:
Those fluorescent tears?

Sharp-featured, blue-lipped,
Twig-fingered: Winter come white
Will you turn grey?

What Arabian Empress
Were you, long-lashed, drooped
eyelids,
Waiting what morning?

Oh slippery grace, but
You will win, little dragon:
Your scales so shiny.

Lettered in football:
Will poems make you more yourself
Than those deep shoulders?

Thinner than your skin
Pale glassine beauty crinkling
Flutters in small sun.
Something-was it someone?
Came in with you.
Who it it? What is it? Where?

I can't I can't I
Can't but oh, Saint Peter, you
Will mention my name?

Don't jump! There is time!
At last, peanut butter, honey
Everybody's friend.

Not so. Only seems.
Restless hands gesture
Pretend place to hide.

Dark eyes look inward.
Harder to scan their changes.
Harder to see down.

If I read your poem
Still can't hear your deep breathing
Husks threshed for no grain.

So here I am. Gold-plated
Pencil carefully, loosely held
Not to wear away which thin,
thin gold?
What do I know?
For anyone to pay me?
What should be my fee?
Only one way snow
Falls, Only one way comes down
Rain comes down one way.
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II

First Word

How to begin at pure beginnings
Among the flickery clicking leaves
On petioles quick-silvered by new air,
Twisting from fragile tips, branches
Bulged from trunks upbolted
From earthen underground. Unfinished.
Timed? Outside of time?
I grope into a tangled wood.
I ts light is strange with shifts
Of emerald and yellow, cobalt, red.
I stagger in new moss, in primitive fern,
In vines with plastic blossoms.
I think I seek a clearing in the sun.
I think I seek a being, not an end.
The sun does not despise or love us.
In mouldy rooms am I another tailor
With antique thimbles and an artificial thread?
I shiver as the sun cries, "Pedant!
Pedant of the bone-and-bloody needles,
Be careful how you scratch upon their eyes!"
Then flail in quicksand for a word, the word.
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Lectern

This disciplined and unremembering
Lectern, made of oak,
Could not hear someone say
"Kung-Fu-Tze sought
To give the human past immortal life,
Preserve in Li
High codes of groping SpiritThough now they merge or crossUntil in some opaque, not yet imagined time
Some hitherto impossible conversion may
Event as swift as lightning
Upon the massive tangle of man's thought."
No acorn could have dreamed its destiny.
My hands strain
Waiting, light upon its rim,
One chalk-stick and one pencil
Rolled in tray; one thick anthology
As if anticipating signals, their bright hair
As if all porous to a powered word
Striding like hero out of script
To raise by incantation
Those great lids of centuries gone, un tomb
And resurrect The Lord.
My bell-taught fingers move along the grain
And feel fresh green leaves trembling
In the holy, many-branching tree.
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"But then, what was the question?" We are what we do, say all
good existentialists. I was once strolling over a campus lawn with a
notable American novelist who asked me "Are you a writer?" "No,
I'm just a teacher." He yelled: "Just a teacher! My God, if I could
be a teacher I wouldn't be a writer. I would put all that I am into
my classroom. Since I'm just a writer I put everything I am into
writing my books." What had he really said to me that echoes down
twenty years? I think he said that whatever one does is done toward
one aim, the completion of a justifiable being, not for one's self alone,
but for others, and, wishfully, as a grace, for time to come.
It was all there in this impatient comment, but what was most
vital to me was the idea, the insight, the "poem" that was not put
into words. Writing or teaching is learning to take one's own pulse,
just as Sancho Panza did before he could qualify as governor of his
own tight little island, his own soul as a man. Taking one's pulse
includes of all difficult things resisting the will-consciously resisting
the unconscious will-to aggrandize a self-image or soul from the
inadequate, even when admiring, evaluations of others, and resisting
the will to profit solely by the expenditures of others, whatever their
coins of truth.
If there is truth in this thought, then as a teacher justified one
must aim at persuading students, indirectly persuading both students
and self, not to aim at the finding of "self," but to aim at the Nomos
or law that governs self. After that, self-Iawed, autonomous, we may
achieve selves that are worth living in, and even become voices of the
collective mind of the race. To create such selves, the most convenient
prefabricated materials in the world-so frequently out of joint-are
art and literature, as Plato well knew. But art and literature without
ethical orientation will not store a mind meaningfully, except in the
way of the Hearst Castle at San Simeon, a tourist attraction but not
a living, sentient, transcending structure. To create such a transcending structure, a transcending "self," may be to move toward that
ideal of the centuries, running face forward toward newer and higher
forms of thought which must be the ultimate justification of the words
we have made holy: creator, creation, and creativity.
For the plain fun of it, the following are a couple of rigid verse
forms I have written to symbolize how humility and guilt can be, and
often are, disciplined either into or out of meaningful existence. They
will conclude this discussion. As an appendix I wish to add a group
of poems which have not been printed although some were a part of a
/ prize winning collection. One poem is a rondeau, which is a medieval
French form which Chaucer developed seriously in many poems. In
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this poem I have reused a popular idea used by numerous twentieth
century writers. The idea is associated most often to R. M. Rilke,
whose "angel" is the ideal self, or perfected soul sought after by the
poet in his archetypal journey. The other, also highly artificial in form,
a villanelle, is a take-off journey poem which came to me in a dream.
The pivotal lines, on which the poem must turn, were part of the vivid
image of the dream.

(
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Rondeau

To catch an angel white and gold
You first must drink the hues of black
And chain the shadow to your back.
It will not lighten when you're old
Though bone may groan and spirit crack
To catch an angel white and gold
You first must drink the hues of black.

Suppose the posset bitter you've been sold,
Suppose that weeping salts your desert track
Where sun is blister though its glow you lack:
To catch an angel white and gold
You first must drink the hues of black
and chain the shadow to your back.
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Bus Fare

My brain is water and my flesh is flame:
The driver will not take the coin I gave
Yet I must make the journey all the same.
Along the aisle the lucky riders frame
I stumble fumbling futilely through brave,
My brain all water and my skin all flame.
My money's lost or stolen and I blame
The thieving years for what I did not save,
But I must make the journey all the same.
Out falls my purse's trash, a pouring shame
Of mask and artifice and rouge I haveMy brain is water and my flesh is flameAs if I had not understood the game
Or had the meanest notions of the grave
But still would make the journey all the same.
I tried to tell the bully why I came
But he refused the token of a slave.
My brain is water and my flesh is flame
And I must make the journey all the same.
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Ten Poems

From Where We Are
Yellow Finch in the Snow Tree
Evening of Machiavelli
Anniversary
Familiar
M etem psyc hosis
The Ring
Something May Be Standing All Around
To Catullus, Cat, With Love

S parrow hawk
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From Where We Are

Because
in each of us
a silent solitary
traveller
forever
is and never
moves his feet
as if
A Silent Solitary
Spider who extrudes
his ways yet may not walk them
netting sustenance
from gnat, from moth, from fly
wind-caught, wind-held
Swings
His Web
Momentous Apparition
Climbs,
We climb.
We do not go
from where we are.
Often when opening
my mornmg
paper light
I grasp back into
old oval chaos
with my many feet
struck in the long
elliptical
web of matter
without shoes
or toes.
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Yellow Finch in the Snow Tree

"The Tree of Life spreads downward from above, and is entirely bathed
in the light of the sun"-From the Zohar

If only

the wind would stop blowing
the blossoms, and theyespecially the salmon and citron and chicory blue(But why was it snowing?)
in spite of the snow like a radiant foam
on bare boughs where the wind surging through
made them shudder like bells of spun glass
they could swing in the sibilant tide
that was gurging inside
from the root to the twig-tip until
the tree slanted, no tree
but a gigantic flower upended:
They would not be separate, suspended
like so many trinkets on floss.
If only

the wind would stop blowing
the blossoms, and theyespecially the lazuli, amber and topaz and beryl(But why was it snowing?)
the blossoms could softly lift open like eyes
and all of the tree would be covered
with large floral eyes, every hue
looking mildly on snow on the boughs
while it turned to an emerald moss
and He might be watching a lemon-bright finch
where he hovered and sang
bright in the green air forever
after this tree sweeps away.
Then the dream flew away
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Evening of Machiavelli
"On the threshold I slip off my day's clothes with their mud and
dirt, put on my royal and curial robes, and enter, decently accoutred,
the ancient courts of men of old, where I am welcomed kindly and fed
on that fare which is mine alone, and for which I was born: where I am
not ashamed to address them and ask them the reasons for their action,
and they reply considerately; and for two hours I forget all my cares, I
know no more trouble, death loses its terrors: I am utterly translated in
their company."
Twilight sounds through doors ajar:
a dove, treading the vine leaves
outside his window, cries
before it flutters up and flies;
the young lambs bleat;
children call, upon such wind
as shakes a full day's cloud away
then floats an early evening into dusk
green scented; gentle pastoral,
below a distant uncompassionate star.
Then he, to greet his august presencesPrinces of spirit from past ages-he goes in
to hold discourse;
the thin door of his study closes after him
a gate of adamant.
The years condense in meaning
to his solitary powers
as moments, more momentous from long hours
condense, to know their meanings
out of time, in spite of clocks or men.
His cloak is richest now. His hose
and sandals fine as those
in which his kingly visitors stand forth.
He shuts his daylight-needing eyes
to look through two ends of the telescope
with a more singular vision, as he folds
his Pan-resembling helixes to hear
their monitory voices speaking soberly
into his god-shaped inner ear.
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Anniversary
Nine years wanting to undo
that death grimace, those eyes' wild
roll and staring, one pathetic gasp
then huge deflation as the breath
went scattering abroad the windless night:
(How Mike the collie moaned and all
the leaves dropped from October
like a dry red rain)
Why should I think of him,
Athenian bald-pate, featured
like a Goidel drunk on Thought?
With love to both imagine somewhere
you should be together wrestling?
He would best you, Gaelic father,
but you'd glory in the quarrel,
gamest loser, tough contender.
(As a child I thought you look alike) .
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Familiar

"Comes a sparrow and quickly through that house flies. Comes
through one door in and through another door out departs." - Bede

Her eyes began to darken when she said she saw it,
Really, the black bird flew straight at her
Out of the middle of her television screen.
She tried to catch, then drive it doorwards, crowding,
Only it swooped around, and round and round,
In noisy silence, fluttered, battered,
Kept above her reach then vanished utterIy~
Into the air exactly in the way a black bird vanished
More than sixty years ago before her mother's eyes
Although her mother chased him with a broom.
Neighbor and friend of blue eyes now grown dark
As smoke buds whispered, offering shyly
To hide a dead bird underneath a sofa, out of sight ...
As if my mother could be fooled .... Her neighbor meant well
And to mean well is to love.
This morning in three-shadowed sunlight Mother's eyes
Were black-brown wells too deep to look back into
As she pointed to her tree, the faithful apple
She helped my father plant so long ago; since then
The tree who should have had a name poured apples
In red drifts toward her providence of shelf.
Something has taken her, the withered apples
Shrink in green felty wrinkles, and the leaves
Are mottling strangely, some are leaden gray and dry
As if the future isn't going to have a need.
Now in my mind's eye stands my absent youthful father,
On school house steps, striking a bright triangleMind's ear hears the hum, the vibrant tingle-tangle,
That brought his silent noisy pupils, after recess,
Quickly back into his room.
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1 say her vision must be watched, new lenses ordered,
Her picture tube renewed, antennae checked.
I'll get a horticulture expert for dear Apple, ,
Consult the books on telesthetic birds ....
She searches her long album. All my theory stops
Somewhere between teloptic wings and tree.
His schoolroom clatters with assembled voices.
There goes His pitchpipe, some begin to sing.
Geometry's my hardest subject. What's an image
Of a space that has dimension without time?
Jerky and wordless, like a flickershow
Her channels jumble April and December.
My mother thinks, is trying to remember
Some sequence reconciling "I Love Lucy," with
How quietly comes the snow.
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Metempsychosis

Why are you smiling?
Bright gold-olive skin gleams
in my dusk, where your fine brows
brood gently, and dark eyes are fixed
tenderly smiling, like pain acknowledged
then accepted, endured.
What are you looking for?

In dreams from allwhere
I am small and bringing tea
or coffee in toy china cups to you
or climbing on a hassock
with an ivory handled brush
to stroke your black, long fragrant hair.
Hoping to hear your mocking laugh I listen-.
What are you listening for?
Why do you call me, Mother,
though you make no sound?
I free myself. I'm resolute.
I disobey, defy you. No
I will not come.
Why are you smiling, listening?
What are you looking for?
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The Ring

When your eyes died my brightness
wasted.
I have wakened shouting
"You have seen a flower and a star!"
I wake another wake:
You will not see them anymore.
Sometimes I try to think of Milton
daylaboring down the years e'er half his days.
His angel singing hallelujah
through awesome dark.
Homer's mother could have wept.
I cannot find what Milton's mother said.
Sometimes I try to fall asleep instead.
Sometimes as now a sudden shining. Gold
of Athens' Bee come humming through
these darkly doubling shadows?
Behind my chair
drawn curtains seem to disappear.
Come in! Come in!
Only, if I should rise,
or move to set this book down
I could not come so close to you,
cross to your ledge and take your hand
as if we both had throbbing wrists and fingers,
nor draw you near to share his ancient honey.
Now is our seeing present in the sharing of a book?
(What could I have read today, except your favorite,
TIMAEUS, that is meaning, timeless order,
on your birthday, also one of mine?)

II

The Word
The blind in haptic worlds touch time
yet only timeless agony of dark
has voices that are printed clear enough
to braille a golden light outside of time.
Within this thunder, still beyond this storm,
our storm, I waken in your two large eyes
where grief and pity embolize.
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1 try to follow in their clotted darkness
To where he lifts his smoldering torch alive.
1 think 1 truly wake in her, pagan Demeter,
the Earth, who wandering the earth of heart
measures the bright and darkness
of Earth's haptic heart.
1 wake tonight, Earth's worshipper who tries
to sow a fruit already reaped
in hope to start a red anemone,
a wind-struck blossom growing
in a stranger writer's footprint, made on salt.
(I touch Earth's heart because you suffer,
who are my self, my brother, and my son.)
Earth wakens in the tears of all her hours,
and all her heroes.
Sometimes her iron laughter rumbles
Like a bolt, or, briefly, in a flower of rain
our hearts lift off their stones,
Green lids of summer open and we live like kings
who only need three stepstrides to possess a world.
Demeter, patient portioner, begins
to dip her timeless ladles in a cup so deep
that we must drink forever. So we think.
(I think this moment 1 would rather stIr
your cereal, with an old worn spoon
and bring you cups of water from the kitchen sink.)
That book returns, The Word
The holy water-witching rod turns down
to springs of sulphur or hale, flame-giving lithium,
twists upward like Prometheus fennel stalk
in twirling, foliaged fire.
What is the sudden shining? Old
as Earth's tragic ecstasy, our book becomestranscends-all books of timeless words.
1t brings the Lord of suffering in.
She grasps his left hand only.
Now we must make the ring.
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Something May be Standing All Around

Palm plant who dear
will love you when I leave you
in your pseudo-alabaster urn
raking the streaked air for sungreen,
siphoning the cool tap-water shine
to pour across my grayish evening care?
Palm plant, palm plant.

Long ago I knew a boy
who could converse with flowers.
He was whisked away-.
Healed now, and speaking only
California English.
Who will listen to his flowers sigh?

Something may be standing all around us,
Palm Plant ; Palm Plant
should we go together
if we have to go?
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To Catullus, Cat, With love

On the fencerail ice creams,
windows ledge in cold, inedible meringue.
No footpocks mar white pillows at the door,
no pawflowers in mud pattern paint my car.
Even the morning silence seems appalled
in whiskerless snow.
Thick clouds are bulged
above the bony raspberry canes
you used to stalk and hide in
and are hidden under now
only not curious, nor hungry, anymore.
I would rather hear you crying "meilk, meilk, meilk"
And take my chances
on next summer's singing birds.
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Sparrowhawk

You, lost above clouds, I am
weary to death. These
boundaries that break my feet
unfledge my spirit too.
Already cold fell feathers smell
of blood and sacrament.
Wires of chicken cages
twist and tighten
round my lowering sky.
I will not talk to magpies
for their mercy, nor beseech
your black and white behalf.
Yet thank you if I be
until I have deserved
these grains of wheat
these grapes that pearl the wine
that solemn anthem
beyond my hearing ear.
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FORTY-EIGHTH HONOR LECTURE
DELIVERED AT THE UNIVERSITY

A basic objective of the Faculty Association of Utah State University, in the words of its constitution, is :
to encourage intellectual growth and development of its members
by sponsoring and arranging for the publication of two annual
faculty research lectures in the fields of (1) the biological and
exact sciences, including engineering, called the Annual Faculty
Honor Lecture in the Natural Sciences; and (2) the humanities
and social sciences, including education and business administration, called the Annual Faculty Honor Lecture in the Humanities.
The administration of the University is sympathetic with these
aims and shares, through the Scholarly Publications Committee, the
costs of publishing and distributing these lectures.
Lecturers are chosen by a standing committee of the Faculty
Association. Among the factors considered by the committee in choosing lecturers are, in the words of the constitution:
( 1) creative activity in the field of the proposed lecture; ( 2 )
publication of research through recognized channels in the field
of the proposed lecture; (3) outstanding teaching over an extended period of years; (4) personal influence in developing the
character of the students.
Veneta Nielsen was selected by the committee to deliver the Annual Faculty Honor Lecture in the Humanities. On behalf of the
members of the Association we are happy to present Professor Nielsen's
paper:
So Deep a Logos

Committee on Faculty Honor Lecture
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